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The Basket of Flowers, Or, Piety and Truth Triumphant
The autobiography of the Nobel laureate Before he emigrated to the United States,
Czeslaw Milosz lived through many of the social upheavals that defined the first
half of the twentieth century. Here, in this compelling account of his early life, the
author sketches his moral and intellectual history from childhood to the early
fifties, providing the reader with a glimpse into a way of life that was radically
different from anything an American or even a Western European could know.
Using the events of his life as a starting point, Native Realm sets out to explore the
consciousness of a writer and a man, examining the possibility of finding glimmers
of meaning in the midst of chaos while remaining true to oneself. In this beautifully
written and elegantly translated work, Milosz is at his very best.

Captive Hearts, Captive Minds
In My Century the great Polish poet Aleksander Wat provides a spellbinding
account of life in Eastern Europe in the midst of the terrible twentieth century.
Based on interviews with Nobel Prize winner Czeslaw Milosz, My Century describes
the artistic, sexual, and political experimentation—in which Wat was a major
participant—that followed the end of World War I: an explosion of talent and ideas
which, he argues, in some ways helped to open the door to the destruction that the
Nazis and Bolsheviks soon visited upon the world. But Wat’s book is at heart a
story of spiritual struggle and conversion. He tells of his separation during World
War II from his wife and young son, of his confinement in the Soviet prison system,
of the night when the sound of far-off laughter brought on a vision of “the devil in
history.” “It was then,” Wat writes, “that I began to be a believer.”

Song of a Captive Bird
Andrzej Franaszek’s award-winning biography of Czeslaw Milosz—winner of the
Nobel Prize in Literature—recounts the poet’s odyssey through WWI, the Bolshevik
revolution, the Nazi invasion of Poland, and the USSR’s postwar dominance of
Eastern Europe. This edition contains a new introduction by the translators, along
with maps and a chronology.
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The Captive Kingdom (The Ascendance Series, Book 4)
A 17-year-old pirate captain INTENTIONALLY allows herself to get captured by
enemy pirates in this thrilling YA adventure from debut author Tricia Levenseller.

The Captive Condition
In 1953 Czeslaw Milosz published The Captive Mind, his classic study of how
intellectuals in postwar Eastern Europe were tempted to collaborate with the
Communist system under which they lived. But they were hardly unique. European
history of the past century is full of examples of philosophers, writers, and jurists
who, whether they lived in democratic, Communist, or fascist societies, supported
and defended totalitarian principles and horrific regimes.

Native Realm
The Captive Mind
"A seemingly idyllic Midwestern college town turns out to be a nexus of horror in
this spellbinding novel--emotionally and psychologically complex, at once chilling
and deliciously dark--from a thrilling new voice in fiction. When Emily Ryan is found
drowned in the family pool, pumped full of barbiturates and alcohol, a series of
events with cataclysmic consequences ensues. Emily's lover, a college professor,
finds himself responsible for her twin daughters, whose piercing stares fill him with
the guilt and anguish he so desperately tries to hide from his wife. A low-level
criminal named The Gonk takes over the cottage of a reclusive elderly artist,
complete with graveyard and moonshine still, and devises plans for both. His
young apprentice, haunted by inner demons, seeks retribution for the professor's
wicked deeds. The town itself, buzzing into decadent life after sundown, traps its
inhabitants in patterns of inexplicable behavior all the while drawing them toward
a night in which the horror will reach its disturbing and inevitable conclusion.
Delving into the deepest recesses of the human capacity for evil, Kevin P. Keating's
masterful novel will captivate readers from first to last"--

New and Collected Poems, 1931-2001
‘I wait for his boots to drop. They fall on Floor, one thump, two thumps, that’s how I
know he’s going to get into Bed with Ma now and make it squeak. I count the
squeaks because I’m excellent at numbers. I have to count, I can’t lose count, if I
lose count I don’t know what. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10’ Kidnapped as a teenage
girl, Ma has been locked inside a purpose built room in her captor’s garden for
seven years. Her five-year-old son, Jack, has no concept of the world outside and
happily exists inside Room with the help of Ma’s games and his vivid imagination
where objects like Rug, Lamp and TV are his only friends. But for Ma the time has
come to escape and face their biggest challenge to date: the world outside Room.

The Captive
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Dr. Jerrold M. Post and Robert S. Robins explore the impact of physical and mental
illness on political leadership.

Captive
Acclaimed author Jennifer A. Nielsen returns to the beloved world of her New York
Times bestseller The False Prince in a highly anticipated fourth book in the
Ascendance Series!

When Illness Strikes the Leader
This sweeping, richly evocative study examines the origins and legacies of a
flourishing captive exchange economy within and among native American and
Euramerican communities throughout the Southwest Borderlands from the Spanish
colonial era to the end of the nineteenth century. Indigenous and colonial traditions
of capture, servitude, and kinship met and meshed in the borderlands, forming a
"slave system" in which victims symbolized social wealth, performed services for
their masters, and produced material goods under the threat of violence. Slave and
livestock raiding and trading among Apaches, Comanches, Kiowas, Navajos, Utes,
and Spaniards provided labor resources, redistributed wealth, and fostered kin
connections that integrated disparate and antagonistic groups even as these
practices renewed cycles of violence and warfare. Always attentive to the corrosive
effects of the "slave trade" on Indian and colonial societies, the book also explores
slavery's centrality in intercultural trade, alliances, and "communities of interest"
among groups often antagonistic to Spanish, Mexican, and American modernizing
strategies. The extension of the moral and military campaigns of the American Civil
War to the Southwest in a regional "war against slavery" brought differing forms of
social stability but cost local communities much of their economic vitality and
cultural flexibility.

Ishmael
Are videogames bad for us? It’s the question on everyone’s mind, given teenagers’
captive attention to videogames and the media’s tendency to scapegoat them. It’s
also—if you ask clinical psychologist Alexander Kriss—the wrong question. In his
therapy office, Kriss looks at videogames as a window into the mind. Is his patient
Liz really “addicted” to Candy Crush—or is she evading a deeper problem? Why
would aspiring model Patricia craft a hideous avatar named “Pat”? And when Jack
immerses himself in Mass Effect, is he eroding his social skills—or honing them via
relationship-building gameplay? Weaving together Kriss’s personal history,
patients’ experiences, and professional insight—and without shying away from
complex subjects, such as online harassment—The Gaming Mind disrupts our
assumptions about “gamers” and explores how gaming can be good for us. It
offers guidance for parents, clinicians, and the rest of us to better understand the
gaming mind. Like any mode of play, at their best, videogames reveal who we
are—and what we want from our lives.

The Captive
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In order to stop a lethal plot and avoid war, Damen and Prince Laurent travel to the
battlefield, but as the truth of their pasts comes to light, their trust in each other is
tested and their lives are put at risk.

The Captive Maiden
The Captive Mind
A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery Medal. It was a dark and
stormy night—Meg Murry, her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother had
come down to the kitchen for a midnight snack when they were upset by the
arrival of a most disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the unearthly
stranger told them. "I just got caught in a downdraft and blown off course. Let me
sit down for a moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way,
there is such a thing as a tesseract." A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't know)
is a wrinkle in time. To tell more would rob the reader of the enjoyment of Miss
L'Engle's unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery Medal in 1963, is
the story of the adventures in space and time of Meg, Charles Wallace, and Calvin
O'Keefe (athlete, student, and one of the most popular boys in high school). They
are in search of Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared while engaged in secret
work for the government on the tesseract problem.

The Captive Heart (FREE PREVIEW)
Sixteen-year-old Robyn Knollys-Green struggles to keep faith in her father, the
British Prime Minister, while being held hostage by a group of extremist that
includes an attractive, kind young man called Talon.

Milosz
A USA Today bestseller He'll never be free Captured and tortured by the French,
Christian Severn, Duke of Mercia, survives by vowing to take revenge on his
tormentors. Before the duke can pursue his version of justice, Gillian, Countess of
Greendale, reminds him that his small daughter has suffered much in his absence,
and needs her papa desperately. Until he surrenders his heart Gilly endured her
difficult marriage by avoiding confrontation and keeping peace at any cost.
Christian's devotion to his daughter and his kindness toward Gilly give her hope
that she could enjoy a future with him, for surely he of all men shares her loathing
for violence in any form. Little does Gilly know, the battle for Christian's heart is
only beginning. Captive Hearts series: The Captive (Book 1) The Traitor (Book 2)
The Laird (Book 3)

The Captive Mind
To Begin Where I Am
One of the most beloved and bestselling novels of spiritual adventure ever
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published, Ishmael has earned a passionate following among readers and critics
alike. This special twenty-fifth anniversary edition features a new foreword and
afterword by the author, as well as an excerpt from My Ishmael. TEACHER SEEKS
PUPIL. Must have an earnest desire to save the world. Apply in person. It was just a
three-line ad in the personals section, but it launched the adventure of a lifetime.
So begins an utterly unique and captivating novel. In Ishmael, which received the
Turner Tomorrow Fellowship for the best work of fiction offering positive solutions
to global problems, Daniel Quinn parses humanity’s origins and its relationship
with nature, in search of an answer to this challenging question: How can we save
the world from ourselves? Praise for Ishmael “As suspenseful, inventive, and
socially urgent as any fiction or nonfiction you are likely to read this or any other
year.”—The Austin Chronicle “Before we’re halfway through this slim book . . .
we’re in [Daniel Quinn’s] grip, we want Ishmael to teach us how to save the planet
from ourselves. We want to change our lives.”—The Washington Post “Arthur
Koestler, in an essay in which he wondered whether mankind would go the way of
the dinosaur, formulated what he called the Dinosaur’s Prayer: ‘Lord, a little more
time!’ Ishmael does its bit to answer that prayer and may just possibly have
bought us all a little more time.”—Los Angeles Times

The Captive Mind
In the future a degenerate Western society becomes obssessed with an
hallucinogenic drug, allowing the Chinese to take over Europe without any
resistance

Insatiability
The Closing of the American Mind, a publishing phenomenon in hardcover, is now a
paperback literary event. In this acclaimed number one national best-seller, one of
our country's most distinguished political philosophers argues that the
social/political crisis of 20th-century America is really an intellectual crisis. Allan
Bloom's sweeping analysis is essential to understanding America today. It has fired
the imagination of a public ripe for change.

My Century
Analyse van de denkwereld van de intelligentsia in de Oostbloklanden.

A Wrinkle in Time
Five decades of essays by the revered writer are collected here, with writings on
war, human nature, faith, communism, and Polish culture, among other topics.
Reprint.

Iron Curtain
Celebrating a special event for his people, Kofi, the prince of a West African village,
is horrified when he is betrayed, kidnapped, and sold into slavery in
Massachusetts, in a story based on an actual slave narrative. Reprint.
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Alternative Discourses in Asian Social Science
A rural noir about a woman on a pulse-pounding expedition to deliver a
fugitive—and forced to confront her own past on the journey In a secessionist rural
state that has cut itself off completely from urban centers, where living is
hardscrabble and poor but “free,” Brooke Holland runs a farm with her husband,
Milo, and two daughters. Their life at the fringes of modern society is
tenuous—they make barely enough from each harvest to keep going—yet Brooke
cherishes the loving, peaceful life they have carved out for themselves. She has
even begun to believe she is free from the violent history she has kept a secret
from her family. When escaped criminal Stephen Cawley attacks at the farm,
Brooke’s buried talents surface, and she manages to quickly and harshly subdue
him. She is convinced that he has come in retribution for the blood feud she
thought she escaped years ago. Brooke sets out to bring Cawley to justice,
planning to use the bounty on his head to hide her family far from danger. Fearing
that other members of Cawley’s infamous family will soon descend, Brooke insists
Milo and the girls flee with her, travelling miles on foot across an unforgiving
landscape to reach the nearest marshal. Their journey, started at the onset of
winter with little preparation, brings already strained family dynamics to the
breaking point. As Brooke’s ghosts—both real and imagined—close in, the
ruthlessness that let her survive her past may become the biggest threat to her
hopes for a different future. What follows is a harrowing exploration of family
loyalty, trauma, and resilience. As haunting and propulsive as it is powerfully
written, The Captive is a thrilling debut novel about the impossible choices we
make to survive and protect the ones we love.

The Seizure of Power
Elegantly tracing the intellectual history of computer science, Foer puts the DNA of
the very idea of "tech" under the microscope. Google, Facebook, Apple, and
Amazon, he argues, are breaking laws intended to protect intellectual property and
privacy. This is not the path towards freedom and prosperity, but the total
automation and homogenization of our social, political, and intellectual lives.
Today's corporate giants want access to every facet of our identities and influence
over every corner of our lives. Foer both indicts these companies, and shapes a
path towards reining them in.

Captives and Cousins
This book situates Asian social sciences in the global context in terms of the
perspectives that have evolved and the contributions they have made to the
general body of knowledge in the field. More than a mere chronology of key growth
points of various social science disciplines in the vast region of Asia and the Pacific,
the book focuses on major theoretical problems and issues and offers a critique of
various approaches and orientations pursued by scholars worldwide in the
investigation of Asian societies and cultures.

Recovery from Cults
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De Geknechte Geest
A spellbinding debut novel about the trailblazing Iranian poet Forugh Farrokhzad,
who defied society's expectations to find her voice and her destiny. "Remember
the flight, for the bird is mortal." All through her childhood in Tehran, Forugh
Farrokhzad is told that Persian daughters should be quiet and modest. She is
taught only to obey, but she always finds ways to rebel, gossiping with her sister
among the fragrant roses of her mother's walled garden, venturing to the
forbidden rooftop to roughhouse with her three brothers, writing poems to impress
her strict, disapproving father, and sneaking out to flirt with a teenage paramour
over café glacé. During the summer of 1950, Forugh's passion for poetry takes
flight, and tradition seeks to clip her wings. Forced into a suffocating marriage,
Forugh runs away and falls into an affair that fuels her desire to write and to
achieve freedom and independence. Forugh's poems are considered both
scandalous and brilliant; she is heralded by some as a national treasure, vilified by
others as a demon influenced by the West. She perseveres, finding love with a
notorious filmmaker and living by her own rules, at enormous cost. But the power
of her writing only grows stronger amid the upheaval of the Iranian revolution.
Inspired by Forugh Farrokhzad's verse, letters, films, and interviews, and including
original translations of her poems, this haunting novel uses the lens of fiction to
capture the tenacity, spirit, and conflicting desires of a brave woman who
represents the birth of feminism in Iran, and who continues to inspire generations
of women around the world.--Amazon.

Closing of the American Mind
Heinrich involves us in his quest to get inside the mind of the raven. But as animals
can only be spied on by getting quite close, Heinrich adopts ravens, thereby
becoming a "raven father," as well as observing them in their natural habitat. He
studies their daily routines, and in the process, paints a vivid picture of the ravens'
world. At the heart of this book are Heinrich's love and respect for these complex
and engaging creatures, and through his keen observation and analysis, we
become their intimates too. Heinrich's passion for ravens has led him around the
world in his research. Mind of the Raven follows an exotic journey—from New
England to Germany, and from Montana to Baffin Island in the high Arctic—offering
dazzling accounts of how science works in the field, filtered through the eyes of a
passionate observer of nature. Each new discovery and insight into raven behavior
is thrilling to read, at once lyrical and scientific.

The Captive
four different perspectives, and it captures the surreal horror of life under the
Soviet yoke." --Book Jacket.

Daughter of the Pirate King
At the end of the Second World War, the Soviet Union unexpectedly found itself in
control of a huge swathe of territory in Eastern Europe. Stalin and his secret police
set out to convert a dozen radically different countries to a completely new
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political and moral system- Communism. Anne Applebaum's landmark history of
this brutal time shows how societies were ruthlessly eviscerated by Communist
regimes, how opposition was destroyed and what life was like for ordinary people
who had to choose whether to fight, to flee or to collaborate. Iron Curtainis an
exceptional work of historical and moral reckoning, and a haunting reminder of
how fragile freedom can be. Chosen 16 times as a 'Book of the Year' - The top NonFiction pick of 2012'The best work of modern history I have ever read.' A. N.
Wilson, Financial Times'The outstanding book of the year . . . a masterpiece.' Oliver
Kamm, The Times, Books of the Year 'Exceptionally important, wise, perceptive,
remarkably objective.' Antony Beevor 'Explains in a manner worthy of Arthur
Koestler what totalitarianism really means . . . it is a window into a world of lies and
evil that we can hardly imagine.' Edward Lucas, Standpoint 'At last the story can be
told . . . a magisterial history.' Orlando Figes, Mail on Sunday

The captive mind
Drawing upon the clinical expertise of professionals and the personal experiences
of those formerly involved in high-intensity mind-control groups, this book is a
comprehensive guide to the cult experience. Michael Langone and his colleagues
provide practical guidelines for helping former cult members manage the problems
they encounter when leaving cults.

Prince's Gambit
A thought, although invisible and intangible, has the power to change our lives in
the most visible and tangible ways. What power is found in the human mind! Power
to build. Power to destroy. Power to inspire and power to discourage. How do we
ensure that the mind's power is used for God's glory? In 2 Corinthians 10, we are
reminded of the spiritual attacks on our minds and given divine weapons for the
battle. When we allow God's word to guide our thoughts and beliefs, everything
changes. We can evict old thinking and experience new life. It's time to take
captive every thought through the power of Christ Jesus. "The book you are holding
in your hands is a game changer." --Priscilla Shirer, Author of Gideon and Armor of
God; Actress, War Room

The Gaming Mind
New and Collected Poems: 1931-2001 celebrates seven decades of Czeslaw
Milosz's exceptional career. Widely regarded as one of the greatest poets of our
time, Milosz is a master of probing inquiry and graceful expression. His poetry is
infused with a tireless spirit and penetrating insight into fundamental human
dilemmas and the staggering yet simple truth that "to exist on the earth is beyond
any power to name."

Vilnius Poker
World Without Mind
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Room
The Reckless Mind
Happily Ever After Or Happily Nevermore? Gisela’s childhood was filled with
laughter and visits from nobles such as the duke and his young son. But since her
father’s death, each day has been filled with nothing but servitude to her
stepmother. So when Gisela learns the duke’s son, Valten—the boy she has
daydreamed about for years—is throwing a ball in hopes of finding a wife, she
vows to find a way to attend, even if it’s only for a taste of a life she’ll never have.
To her surprise, she catches Valten’s eye. Though he is rough around the edges,
Gisela finds Valten has completely captured her heart. But other forces are bent on
keeping the two from falling further in love, putting Gisela in more danger than she
ever imagined.

Mind of the Raven
The Captive Heart Releases October 1, 2016! Free Extended Preview. Proper
English governess Eleanor Morgan flees to the colonies to escape the wrath of a
brute of an employer. When the Charles Town family she’s to work for never
arrives to collect her from the dock, she is forced to settle for the only reputable
choice remaining to her—marriage to a man she’s never met. Trapper and tracker
Samuel Heath is a hardened survivor used to getting his own way by brain or by
brawn, and he’s determined to find a mother for his young daughter. But finding a
wife proves to be impossible. No upstanding woman wants to marry a murderer.
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